
Spring term 3 2019– ‘Living Things and their Habitats’ 
 

Personal, Social & Emotional development 

Circle time games 

SEAL – Caring for each other and animals. 
Continue to develop empathy for others. 

- Recognise what is right and wrong.                                          

- Realise that people and other living things have 

needs.                                                                                    

- Listen to other people, and play and work co-

operatively 
 
Communication and Language development 

Sharing what we plan to do/reviewing our learning 

Linking statements and thoughts to a main theme – 

brainstorming ideas and sharing/listening to one 

another. 

Follow stories without pictures or prompts Follow 

stories without pictures or prompts –Emily Brown and 

the Thing. Write story and innovate, changing 

characters and events. 

-Look at our author Nick Butterworth- Percy Park 

Keeper stories 

 

Physical Development 

Participate in team games, developing simple tactics 

for attacking and defending 

 

Links- http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1/science/  

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/naturedetect

ives/  
Links- 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/animals/gen

eral-animals/polar-bear-facts/  

 

Links- http://www.tallstories.org.uk/emily-brown-

and-the-thing  
 

 
 
 English 
Letters and sounds activities each day. 

Writing recounts, story, letters.  

Guided reading – reading sentences, understanding 

the text, finding information using the contents page 

in non-fiction texts and showing expression in reading 

in fiction texts.  
 
Mathematics 
Children will continue to count in 2’s, 5’s, 10’s and 3’s 

to a given number. 

 Recognise and use symbols of pounds (£) and pence 

(p); combine amounts to make a particular value  

Find different combinations of coins that equal the 

same amounts of money 

Add two 2 digit numbers, eg 12 + 12 = 24 

Subtract two 2 digit numbers, eg 24 – 12 = 12 

Calculate mathematical statements for multiplication 

and division within the multiplication tables and write 

them using the multiplication (×), division (÷) and 

equals (=) signs 

Recognise, find, name and write fractions  

1/2, 1/4, 1/3  

 

 

Science 

 -Find out about different animals, including in the 

local environment. 

 -Find out how to treat animals with care and 

sensitivity. 

-Identify things that are living and not living 

 -Identify habitats of living things in the woods 

-To explore how animals depend on their habitat 

 

ICT 

Using ICT programs and games, keyboard skills and 

mouse control through a variety of programs/  

Use Tux paint and software to design animal puppet 

using an IPAD. 

 

 

 

 Art and design 

 Children will design and make an animal puppet 

Make puppet, refining the design as work progresses. 

Join textiles using running stitch. 

 
 

  Music 

   Children will take part in singing a variety of songs 

   Children will sing loud and quiet when directed. 

   Children will make and control long and short sounds               

using voice and instruments 
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